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Australian rugby captain biting

Wallaroos captain Liz Patu appeared to sink her teeth into the wrist of Test teammate Rebecca Clough in the 71st minute of the Queensland v Western Australia Super W match on Saturday. It's pretty damning from that vision we just saw, Mitchell said in a Fox Sports comment. I think we will hear more and we should. It's disgusting and
it's not part of our game, especially from an Australian representative and captain. Watch Super W Fox Sports. Get everything Foxtel.World Rugby regulations state that players found guilty of chewing face bans range from 12 weeks to four years. WA lock Clough reported the incident to Judge Lara West, who did not see the bite. Ref, I
just say I got bitten, Clough said, before West spoke with Queensland captain Kiri Lingman. She showed me her hand with bite marks, West said. I didn't see it, so I can't call it that. If I see it, that man's gone. Tell them now. Queensland won the match 28-3 at Suncorp Stadium.Patu, 29, will face the judiciary at Ballymore on Monday night.
If found guilty, the captain of wallaroos' bid will surely also question. Australian women's rugby captain Liz Patu faces charges of biting an opponent during a Super W match and will learn her fate at a disciplinary hearing on Monday night. Patu may miss the rest of the competition after allegedly biting Wallaroos teammate Rebecca Clough
on the arm in the 70th minute of Saturday's second round match between Queensland and rugby WA brisbane.Rugby WA lock Clough complained to referee Lara West, pointing out what she said was a bite sign. West did not have television footage available to verify the cause of the brand, but Rugby Australia officials have seen enough
planning in Brisbane.Patu's hearing could become the first Super W to be handed a sanction since the competition began last year. News, exclusive opinion, video to your inbox It can also be great, and the penalty for the number of chews starts at least 12 weeks, although this can be reduced. Former Wallabies winger Drew Mitchell has
been scathing 29-year-old prop Patu, saying the evidence against her was quite reprehensible. It's disgusting and not part of our game, especially from an Australian representative and captain at that, he said in a commentary. Patu was named captain of the Wallaroos last year, leading them to a double loss against their native New
Zealand. The Australian women's rugby captain faces the possibility of a long stint on the sidelines after allegedly biting the hand of one of his national teammates during a Super W match on Sunday. Wallaroos captain Liz Patu allegedly bit WA lock Rebecca CloughFormer Wallaby Drew Mitchell flagged an alleged act of disgusting Patu
facing a disciplinary hearing on Monday nightWallaroos captain Liz Patu was playing Western Australia in the women's XVs tournament when it was lowered near the try line late in the game. Fellow Wallaroo Rebecca Clough leant over her in the grab and came shouting and pointing at Patu.Clough eventually went to judge Lara West
pointing at her hand and saying I was bitten before pointing patu and shouting her jersey number: Three. She showed me her hand with bite marks, West told Queensland captain Kiri Lingman. I didn't see that I can't name it, but if I see it, that person is gone. Clough pointed out what she said were bite marks by the judge, but there wasn't
much to be done in the area. (Submitted by: Rugby.com.au) The big-screen replay played footage that showed Patu grabbing Clough's wrist before appearing to bite her. The crowd and players reacted, but West was hampered by the action on the spot because it could not use replay as the basis for any decisions on the cards. Former
Wallaby Drew Mitchell was commenting at the time and was shocked. It's disgusting and it's not part of our game, especially from an Australian representative and captain, he said. New Zealand-born Pat, who took over as national team captain last year, will face a hearing in Brisbane on Monday night. Posted on 4 MarMarch
2019MonMonday 4 MarMarch 2019 at 12:46am, updated 4 MarMarch 2019MonMonday 4 MarMarch 2019 at 1:58am Liz Patu By AFP Australian Women's Rugby Union captain Liz Patu will miss the remainder of the Super W season after being suspended for six weeks for a rival biting during a weekend game. Patu faced a disciplinary
hearing on Monday night when she admitted biting Western Australian lock Rebecca Clough - wallaroo teammate - while in the ruck for the Super W game in Brisbane on Saturday. A court official suspended her for six weeks, half of world rugby regulations' minimum 12-week ban for chewing due to mitigating factors and her previous
good character and clean disciplinary record. The referee did not see the incident, but the rugby authorities later quoted Patu. There are five weeks left in the Super W season, culminating in the grand final on April 6. The Queensland hooker pleaded guilty to the crime and apologised to Clough, admitting that her actions were
unacceptable and would not be repeated. I have played club, state and international rugby and have not previously committed an act like this, and I agree with my sentence, Patu said in a statement. I want to reassure the rugby public, the administration and my fellow players that, when I come back to play, I will ensure that the game is
played in the right spirit and do everything I can to promote the women's game positively. Biting and eye gouging are considered two of the worst crimes in rugby. Patu was appointed Captain of the Wallaroos only seven months ago. Australian Women's Rugby Union captain Liz Patu faces Period out of the game during a nasty biting
scandal after being accused of sinking teeth into a rival player. Western Australia lock Rebecca Clough, on the international team at Patu's, made the allegation after grabbing during the weekend game, pointing to her hand as evidence. The referee did not see the incident, but the rugby authorities later quoted the Queensland. World
Rugby regulations impose a lower penalty for a 12-week ban on chews, and a maximum of 24 weeks. Biting and eye gouging are considered two of the worst crimes in rugby. Former Wallabies back Drew Mitchell, who was commenting on the game, called the incident disgusting. I think we will hear more and we should. It's disgusting and
it's not part of our game, especially from an Australian representative and captain, he said. Patu was appointed Captain of the Wallaroos only seven months ago, and media reports suggested that she could be stripped of his honour if found guilty. Source : AFP Follow Le Courrier Australien on Facebook and Instagram, subscribe to our
newsletter for free Give your opinion! Send you an opinion piece, ideas or corrections redaction@lecourrieraustralien.com New Zealand's Charmaine McMenamin (centre) challenges Australian Liz Patu (right) during the second women's rugby Test match between New Zealand and Australia at Eden Park in Auckland on August 25, 2018.
Australian Women's Rugby Union captain Liz Patu is facing a long time out of the game over a nasty biting scandal after being accused of sinking her teeth into a rival player. Western Australia lock Rebecca Clough, on the international team at Patu's, made the allegation after grabbing during the weekend game, pointing to her hand as
evidence. The referee did not see the incident, but the rugby authorities later quoted the Queensland. World Rugby regulations impose a lower penalty for a 12-week ban on chews, and a maximum of 24 weeks. Biting and eye gouging are considered two of the worst crimes in rugby. Former Wallabies back Drew Mitchell, who was
commenting on the game, called the incident disgusting. I think we will hear more and we should. It's disgusting and it's not part of our game, especially from an Australian representative and captain, he said. Patu was appointed Captain of the Wallaroos only seven months ago, and media reports suggested that she could be stripped of
his honour if found guilty. Wallaroos captain, Liz Patu, has been banned for six weeks and will miss the rest of the Super W season after pleading guilty to biting an opponent at the weekend. Patu has 48 hours to appeal, but after Monday's independent disciplinary panel in Brisbane she expressed remorse and described her actions as
unacceptable. She is the first Super W player to be sanctioned since the start of the competition last year. entry into a biting offense is a 12-week suspension. However, Patu received a full 50% reduction under World Rugby rules due to mitigating factors and her previous good character and clean discipline record. RugbyWA second
rower and Patu's Wallaroos teammate Rebecca Clough reported the incident to referees in the 69th minute of the clash with Queensland, a game that the Reds ran out 28-3 winners. I would like to express my regret at my actions in Saturday's match. I apologize to Rebecca Clough, the rugby WA Women's team, her teammates and the
wider rugby public, Patu said in a statement after the hearing. I have played club, state and international rugby and have not previously committed an act like this and I agree with my sentence. I want to reassure the rugby public, the administration and my fellow players that, when I come back to play, I will ensure that the game is played
in the right spirit and will do everything I can to promote the women's game positively. My actions the next night were unacceptable and will not be repeated. Clough appeared to have risen when the incident was reported to the officer at the weekend. It's a little me! Clough said, Ref, I'm just saying I'm bitten. She previously stood over Patu
and yelled don't fucking come and bite me again. Patu was appointed Captain of the Wallaroos in August 2018 and made his debut in 2014 and came to Australia from Samoa in 2004. Samoa.
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